TECHNICAL COMMENT
Comment on “Productivity Is a Poor
Predictor of Plant Species Richness”
Xubin Pan,1,2* Fengqiao Liu,3 Mi Zhang4
Adler et al. (Reports, 23 September 2011, p. 1750) analyzed the standardized sampling data
from 48 herbaceous-dominated plant communities and concluded that “Productivity is a
poor predictor of plant species richness” at fine-scale. However, their method was biased
toward site-number–dominated plant communities. They also failed to provide enough data for
regional analysis and detailed information for within-site analysis.
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sampling methods to minimize the methodological difference in other meta-analyses, which is
of particular importance in enriching the data
set for the productivity–plant species richness
(P-PSR) relationship. However, we challenge the
statistical method they used and the conclusions
they reached.
To adequately test P-PSR at global and regional scales, data from many and randomly distributed sites should be used (2). Although the
48 experimental sites were from five continents,
the number of sites of different vegetation types
varied from one to six, with only one site each
for grassland, desert grassland, and mixed-grass

Fig. 1. Global P-PSR relationship analysis between
mean live biomass and
mean richness based on
vegetation-type category.
The solid line shows the
linear relationship between productivity and
biodiversity.
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dler et al. (1) presented the results of
statistical regression between live biomass and species richness at three scales:
within sites, within regions, and across the globe.
They adopted standardized and observational

prairie, and six sites for annual grassland. In
addition, the total number of sites is only 48,
making the global analysis biased toward sitenumber–dominated plant communities. To address
this concern, using the vegetation type in the
regression analysis (3) could reduce the statistical effect of site-number difference between different vegetation types. Thus, we used the average
vegetation-type value calculated from site mean
live biomass and site mean richness to conduct
a global regression analysis. The managed and
anthropogenic sites were excluded from this analysis to preclude the effects of human activities,
and salt marsh was also excluded because of its
special feature of land-ocean interfaces. Then,
within 30 sites we included 12 vegetation types
in total: alpine grassland, annual grassland, desert
grassland, grassland, mesic grassland, mixed-grass
prairie, montane meadow, savanna, semiarid grassland, shortgrass prairie, shrub steppe, and tallgrass prairie. The regression analysis results
showed a significantly positively linear relationship between productivity and species richness
at the global level in Fig. 1 (P = 0.016, R2 =
0.454), which was in conformity with other
studies (2).
We also challenge the rationality of the regional analysis in Adler et al. (1). Whether comparing the same vegetation type in different regions
or different vegetation types within the same region, the authors failed to provide enough data
for the analysis; in addition, 5 out of 13 sites
were anthropogenic. For within-site analysis, they
needed more detailed information to conduct
P-PSR analysis based on case-by-case evaluation (4), such as considering the sampling location difference at each site and the species
composition of samplings at each site.
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